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Combustor Mach 7 nozzle
Transpirationally Cooled Throat
Transpirationally Cooled Throat
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Contours of Log10( Pressure )
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Long Nozzle Exit Profiles
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Contours Log10( Pressure )
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Short Nozzle Exit Profiles
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Contours of Log10( Pressure )
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Final Nozzle Exit Profiles
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Twall = 800 F
Twall = 600 F
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Nozzle Exit Profiles - Step at 27.6 inches
Mach Number
Pressure - 0.050 inch step
Pressure - 0.025 inch step
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Pressure - 0.100 inch step
Pressure - 0.050 inch step
Pressure - no step
Nozzle Exit Profiles - Step at 181.6 inches
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